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  JOTTER PAD

ACROSS

 1 One famous for arranging butcher’s cut (8)
 5 Southern state to the east of Italy and 
Sicily? (6)
 10 Petition started by small perfume 
salesman, say (7)
 11 Chap pulling a blade and raising a ransom 
(7)
 12 Openings on boards you can see in 
houses? (9)
 13 American prison guards start on rowdy 
heavy (5)
 15 Turn over page in Ulysses primarily with 
purpose (5)
 16 Surgery that doctor leads so 
breathtakingly (4-4)
 19 A habit seen next to black and blue top 
(4,4)
 20 In absentia, raffle half-a-crown? (5)
 21 One must leave country hotel to get plonk 
(5)
 23 Wide-ranging broadcast Marconi sent by 
tannoy (9)
 25 What a Windsor might overlook in dock 
after ‘relationship’ (3,4)
 27 Clown that might get a Brighton landmark 
condemned? (7)
 28 Parties going on longer than usual can be 
crap (3-3)
 29 All of it goes up with large load of lighters, 
say (8)

DOWN

 1 Greek who had an up-and-down affair with 
Rolling Stone? (8)
 2 I might push heroin or I might trade in 
Colts (5-6)
 3 Howl with flatus that hurts, perhaps 
someone could look into it? (3,6)
 4 More bloody war ... are Russians 
demonstrating? (5)
 6 Usual small drinks tenor served up for 
band (5)
 7 What might play a large role in injury? (3)
 8 Crusoe’s creator, so his pal says, is a fop (5)
 9 One likely to go and fetch an Afghan’s 
trunk? (8)
 14 Officer, engineer, ram-raider, gangster! 
(4,7)
 16 Sad star on ecstasy one’s seen in the 
gutter (8)
 17 Cleaner pants regent puts on detective (9)
 18 Dieter possibly heard on radio in an Indian 
city (8)
 21 It ultimately got my boss fed up, you might 
say (5)
 22 Is anyone here suffering getting old? (5)
 24 Nurse knocking back Bud in an Asian 
place (5)
 26 I like oxygen (3)
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